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France is a very popular country for travelers, but how does it fare as an incentive
destination? Does it offer enough value for money? Is it leading the pack as far as
innovation goes or is their room for improvement? What are the strengths and
weaknesses of the country as a MICE destination. These questions and more were
answered by a group of Belgian MICE experts in a round table meeting organised by
Atout France. And while we were there, we would also get to discover some of the
latest developments. An afternoon well spent.
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F

rance is a destination most incentive and event organisers are very familiar with. It is the most visited
country on the planet, and Paris is one of the world’s
most popular capitals - both for business and leisure.
That’s all very good. But could it have become so familiar by now, it might be getting hard for the place to
still surprise the professional travel expert? Are French
tourism offices and DMCs still fresh and innovative
enough or are they resting on their laurels thinking
everyone will keep coming whether they evolve or not?
Discussing questions like these was one of the reasons
BBT Online and several prominent Belgian industry
experts accepted Atout France’s invitation for a round
table advisory board meeting in restaurant Louise 345
in Brussels. We would talk about the expectations
of the Belgian MICE industry towards France, the
strengths and weaknesses of the destination and the
latest trends involving it. We would also get a glimpse
of some of the latest new venues and developments in
different parts of the country. Let’s get to it then, shall
we?

Opinions opinions…
The general consensus around the table was that
France still offers sure value as a destination. Lots of
clients prefer the country for shorter 3-4 day trips. The
Belgian market for France grew considerably in 2017
(especially in Paris and Lyon), which was a welcome
evolution after a couple of hard seasons involving the
terrorist attacks in several cities.
France is close by and varied, and the tax on incentives is quite advantageous. Because of the good train
connections from Belgium, several cities are reviving
touristically. Corsica was named specifically as a newer
destination making an effort to attract MICE players
to its shores. The island is offering more flights and
more activities, and got its fair share of good publicity
after the Tour de France passed by. It’s considered to
be one of the most beautiful isles in the Mediterranean,
offering pristine beaches with next to no vista spoiling
buildings around.
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The main criticism aimed at the French tourism and
MICE industry, was that not a lot of creativity was
being offered. Many DMCs keep selling the same
programmes and venues over and over again. They are
still going for the classic stories and tours, while many
other destinations in Europe and abroad are evolving
more quickly.

Tell the Belgian market where it should go and why.
Even when someone books an incentive trip to a very
well-known destination like Paris, it is important to
show something unknown as well. Take the group to
the subregion for example. Incentive houses need to
discover new stuff to do and see for their clients. They
are looking for the wow-factor and surprise is key.

France is a very well-known destination, so it is even
more important to surprise the client with something
new and unexpected. Belgian incentive houses are
looking for creative thinking, unique experiences, storytelling and the incorporation of new technologies. All of
this is not being offered enough by most French DMCs.

France is a wonderful and varied destination that is still
very much worth the money, but the local tourism and
incentive industry needs to step up a bit and become
more creative in their offers and packages.

The fact more and more people are now actually paying
for their incentive trip, means they are paying money to
experience something unique they won’t be able to do
on their own. It’s crucial for a DMC to offer exactly this.
And that’s where they are often found lacking.
Another point of criticism was that so many lesser
known regions and perfect little venues are not being
promoted at all. We just don’t get to hear about them.

New venues in France
A lot of new venues and renovation projects all over
France were mentioned in a presentation before the
advisory board started. We’ll go over some of the most
important ones.
Paris
La Seine Musicale is a gigantic new concert and event
venue located on Île Seguin on the Seine river, officially
opened in April 2017. It can accommodate between
four and six thousand guests in total and comes with
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Atout France is the French National
Tourist office and is responsible
for promoting France as a tourist
destination.
In recent years they’ve actively been
promoting MICE activities in France.
The Belgian office can be reached
via this website: http://be.meeting.
france.fr/fr or via mail at gisele.
jamin@atout-france.fr
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an auditorium with 1,150 seats.
www.laseinemusicale.com
Also opening or recently opened in Paris are a Marriott
Autograph Collection (5*) with 50 rooms, a Courtyard
Marriott with 249 rooms and a conference hall across
from the Gare de Lyon, Hotel Fauchon (5*) with 54
rooms on the Place de la Madeleine, Hotel Brach (59
rooms) and a Hilton Hotel with 118 rooms very close to
the Eiffel Tower.
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open in 2019 and is a cultural project in the centre
of town focused on French gastronomy. Built on the
site of the former general hospital, it offers almost 7
hectares of space, 5000m2 of shops, two cinemas, a
4-star hotel, an eco-district and spaces for trainings
and the likes. www.citedelagastronomie-dijon.fr
Lyon
Another Cité Internationale de la Gastronomie is being
opened in Lyon. It comes with 4,000 m2 of space, a
hotel and a congress centre. www.grandlyon.com/
projets/cite-internationale-gastronomie.html

Metz
TCRM Blida is a new event space located in an old
depot, offering several different rooms for different
activities. It comes with two giant halls for exhibitions
and events, but also with co-working spaces, space for
developing artists, an interior garden and even a chicken coop. www.tcrm-blida.com

Monaco
The well-known Hotel de Paris Monte Carlo is getting
renovated and will get a courtyard garden, a new spa,
fitness and pool area and some private villas.
www.hoteldeparismontecarlo.com

Dijon
Cité Internationale de la Gastronomie & du Vin will
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Louise 345
Louise 345 was the venue of choice
for our round table discussion.
Located on the famous Avenue
Louise, Louise 345 is a wonderful
and intimate art deco venue.
It feels like an exclusive British
gentlemen’s club and comes with a
fantastic restaurant, a meeting room
and four beautiful suites.
www.louise345.com

